Thank you to the following people who have given me inspira6on and support in many diﬀerent ways.
You are all part of this recording in some capacity and I’m eternally grateful: Stephanie Ahn-Weiss,
Vivienne Ahn-Weiss, Trevor Dunn, MaG Mitchell, Ben Monder, Craig Taborn, Ron Saint Germain, Joe
Gastwirt, Mimi Chakarova, Seth Rosner, Yulun Wang, Chris Weller, David Brenner, Inge de Pauw, Miles
Okazaki, Samir ChaGerjee, Adam Schatz, Brice Rosenbloom, John Zorn, my family, friends, Patreon
supporters, and fans. Special thanks to David Breskin and Chelsea Hadley for your con6nued support. It
means the world to me.
I feel extremely fortunate to have had the opportunity to play this music many 6mes live while on tour
with my bandmates before we recorded in the studio. This gave us an opportunity to get to know the
music in a more in6mate way, which helped the session really come alive. I have always been interested
in trying to maintain threads in my music. This album, in a way, is a sequel to the ﬁrst Starebaby
recording. Since our debut album was heavily inﬂuenced by Twin Peaks: The Return, I decided to
compose pieces that acted as tulpas: beings that are created through spiritual or mental powers that
take on similar forms as the original. I did this through composi6onal, conceptual, and prac6cal means.
For example, “Episode 18” is a tulpa of “Episode 8” in that both pieces were composed exclusively on
electric bass and drum set, alterna6ng between brutally heavy and atmospheric musical passages. Both
pieces also contain sets of intertwined rhythmic/melodic cycles that overlap with one another to create
a snake-like dizzying eﬀect. There are many examples of these types of threads all over the recording. I
invite you to listen for other connec6ons between the two albums.
As I write these notes, I feel compelled to honor Neil Peart, who passed away a week ago. The impact he
has had on me as a musician is profound. I wish to dedicate this record in his memory.
- Dan Weiss – January, 2020

